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No part of the candidate evidence in this exemplar material 
may be presented in an external assessment for the purpose 

of gaining credits towards an NCEA qualification.















  

 

 

Merit exemplar for ECONOMICS 90983 2015 Total score 15 

Q Grade 
score Annotation 

1 M5 

The demand curve has been drawn correctly but the effect of 
the price change has not been shown on the graph. 

The law of demand has been described correctly and the 
relevant data has been used. 

There is a limited explanation of the income effect. For a 
stronger merit, reference should have been made to 
increased relative affordability due to a fixed level of income. 
To be awarded excellence, an explanation of the substitution 
effect was also required. 

Both flow-on effects are fully explained. 

2 A4 

The candidate has shifted the demand curves for local bands 
and international bands in the wrong direction. The 
description of these bands and the link between increased 
saving and lower income available for spending has been 
described correctly. 

To be awarded merit, a clear link between lower income and 
increased demand was required. 

The negative flow-on effect has been explained. The positive 
flow-on effect is for the bands, rather than Anahera. 

3 M6 

The candidate describes why scarcity exists by linking limited 
time with unlimited wants. They explain how this leads to 
opportunity cost. To be awarded an excellence grade an 
explanation of why time and / or money is a limited mean was 
required 

Values are defined and identified and the conflict between 
them is explained in terms of limited time. 

Two compromises that clearly combine the two values of 
family and education are explained. 
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Merit exemplar for ECONOMICS 90983 2015 Total score 16 

Q Grade 
score Annotation 

1 M6 

The demand curve has been drawn correctly and has been 
appropriately labelled. 
The law of demand has been described correctly and the 
relevant data has been used. 
There is an explanation of the income effect. To be awarded 
excellence, an explanation of the substitution effect was also 
required. 
One flow-on effect has been fully explained. The second flow-
on effect required the candidate to suggest what might be a 
further outcome of attending less live theatre. 

2 M5 

The graphs are drawn correctly and labelled appropriately. 
Inferior goods and luxury goods are identified in context and 
a link is made between incomes and demand for inferior and 
luxury goods. 
Excellence requires the candidate to make more use of 
context in explaining inferior and luxury goods. For example 
international concerts providing a higher quality of sound or 
the chance to hear famous musicians perform. A clear link 
between Anahera’s lower available income and her demand 
for the different types of concerts was also required. 
Two flow-on effects of the change in demand are fully 
explained. 

3 M5 

The candidate describes why scarcity exists by linking limited 
time with unlimited wants. They explain why time is limited 
but do not correctly explain the concept of opportunity cost.  
Values are defined and identified and the conflict between 
them is explained in terms of limited time. 
The first compromise of studying with her sister is an activity 
that combines the values of family and education. For a 
stronger merit, a second compromise that combines both 
values was required. 




